
GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFES AND TRADE RESTRICTED 

^7 September 1962 
Panel on Uruguayan Recourse to Article XXIII 

NOTE ON THE DISCUSSIONS OF THE PANEL WITH FRANCE1 

1. On 25 July the Panel held discussions with France represented by 
Mr. Balensi and Mr. Kevers. The Panel had before it document Spec(62)l62 
containing information supplied by Uruguay on its earlier representations to 
and consultations with France. Mr. Campbell Smith took the Chair and the 
discussions followed the procedure laid down in Spec(62)187. 

I. Establishment of Facts 

2. The French representatives informed the Panel that the table in L/1662 
in relation to France should be corrected as follows: 

02.01 Meat of animals of the bovine species, ) 
frozen and chilled ) , - , , . . . . ,-, 

.. _,_ ^ . , ^ _,_, . . ( Substitute symbols 
Meat of animals of the ovine species, ; ., n^ fi ^.^ „„„-u«o 

frozen ). 
1 and 8 for symbol 2 

Offals, chilled Substitute symbols 
1 and 4 for symbol 2 

l6.02 Preserved meat Substitute symbols . 
1 and 8 for symbol 2 

3. The representatives of France explained that symbol 2 was not applicable 
as State trading was not involved. The agencies SIBEV and FORMA are not con
cerned with imports and restricted their activities to the regulation of the 
domestic market and exporting. They thus differ from an agency such as ONIC, 
concerned in the grain trade, which enjoyed a monopoly in both purchasing and 
selling. 

The list of measures maintained by France appearing in document L/1662 
may thus be transcribed as follows: 

Tariff 
item No. 

Description of products Measures in force 

Import permit, quota 02.01 Meat of animals of the bovine species,) 
frozen and chilled ) , , . .__ 

•,. ^ „ . -, „ J_, . . \ system, and tariff 
Meat of animals of the ovine species, J „„„*•„, 

frozen ) preference 

Offals, chilled Import permit, variable 
charges or duties on 
imports and tariff 
preference 

The Government of France has not yet confirmed its acceptance of this 
Note which may have to be modified in the light of any amendments It may propose. 
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Tariff 
item No, 

16.02 

Description of products 

Preserved meat 

Measures in force 

Import permit, quota 
sy,;tem and tariff 
preference 

Tariff preference 

State trading and 
tariff preference 

State trading and 
tariff preference 

State trading and 
tariff preference 

State trading and 
tariff preference 

State trading and 
tariff preference 

Tariff preference 

State trading and 
tariff preference 

Tariff preference 

Tariff preference 

Tariff preference 

Tariff preference 

Tariff preference 

Tariff preference 

Import pennit and 
discrimination 

Import permit and 
discrimination 

Import permit and 
di zcrimination 

4. The representatives of Prance stated that the French Government would be 
unable to give any definite undertakings as regards the removal of the measures 
listed in the near future. With the introduction of the Common Agricultural 
Policy, however, it was most probable that certain changes would be introduced 
in the control measures applied to some of the products covered by the Policy. 
It was.-the intention of the French Government to introduce further liberalization 
in October this year, but the items to be affected were as yet unknown. 

16.03 

10.01 

11.01 

10.03 

10.06 

15.07 

15.08 

15.07 

41.02 

41.03 

41.06 

41.07 

41.08 

53.03 

53.05 

53.07 

53.11 

Meat extracts 

Wheat 

Wheat flour 

Barley 

Rice (peeled) 

Linseed oil, crude 

Linseed oil, boiled 

Edible oils, crude and re 

Cow-hide, tanned 

Sheepskin leather, tanned 

Chamois-dressed leather 

Parchment-dressed leather 

Patent leather 

Waste of wool 

Combed wool (tops) 

Yarn of combed wool 

Wool textiles 
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5. The representatives of France agreed to provide a revised list showing 
the compatibility with the General Agreement of each of the measures listed. 
In general, it was stated, however, that all the measures were compatible 
except those residual restrictions and discriminatory measures» Some of the-
residual restrictions were, in any ev?nt, likely to be superseded with the 
introduction of the Common Agricultural Policy. The Uruguayan representative 
did not wish at that stage to discuss in detail the conformity of the measures 
with the General Agreement where this was maintained by Prance. 

II. Nullification and Impairment 

6. The Uruguayan representative was not yet in a position to provide 
statistical information of the type suggested in paragraph Il(b) of Spec(62)l87, 
However, the following points were made by the representatives of Uruguay and 
France concerning the effects on Uruguayan exports of the measures in force in 
France: 

(a) Import permit and quotas 

The French representatives concluded that there would be little point in 
discussing the effects on Uruguayan trade in meat of the measures falling 
under symbols 1 and 8 since these would, in any event, be superseded before 
long. 

(b) Tariff preferences 

The representatives of France explained that France accorded duty-free 
entry to many products originating in the countries of the franc zone while 
duties were charged against other countries. The tariff preferences in force 
for items Nos. 41.02 to 41.08 (leathers), had little practical effect since, 
as yet, the countries of Africa had not developed tanning industries to any 
significant extent and, in the case of Morocco and Tunisia, exports, mainly 
of small hides, constituted an insignificant share of France's total imports 
of leather. There was, in fact, a duty on Moroccan leather once a tariff 
quota had been exceeded and the situation in respect of Tunisia was at present 
in a state of flux. 

The representative of Uruguay took note of this position but pointed out 
that he was also interested in future exports which might be adversely affected 
by the development of tanning industries in the franc zone. 

(c) Discrimination 

The French representatives maintained that it would be difficult to 
remove import permit requirements and discriminatory quotas in respect of 
item 53«07 (yarn of combed wool) and item 53.11 (wool textiles) until such 
time as the problem of combed wool tops had been settled. The Uruguayan 
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practice of.allowing the domestic combing industry to obtain its raw wool net 
of the levy imposed on exports of such wool, amounted to a form of subsidization. 
The French had to protect their own combing industry from imports of Uruguayan 
tops. In this connexion attention was drawn to the fact that Prance sold more 
wool tops to Switzerland than did Uruguay; which would seem to indicate that 
Uruguayan tops were not so cheap as was maintained by the French. The Uruguayan 
representative pointed out that apparently France was the only country which 
considered that Uruguayan combed wool receives an export subsidy. 

Recognizing that this trade could benefit from closer contact between the 
two countries at a technical level, and noting the willingness on the part of 
Uruguay to discuss the matter further with the French authorities, the French 
representatives invited Uruguay to send a mission to discuss the technical 
aspects of this matter with the French Government and wool industry. The 
representative of Uruguay undertook to transmit this invitation to Montevideo, 
but expressed the view that such technical discussions should not be confined 
to the problems of wool tops but should cover all products which Uruguay seeks 
to export to the French market as well as all French exports to Uruguay. The 
Uruguayan representative also stressed the moral responsibility of the 
economically-developed countries to remove obstacles in the way of rapid growth 
of the economically less-developed countries, even though they might not be 
legally obliged to do so. 


